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The protection of civilians during times of conflict is a concept that has been engrained in
international law since 1859, when Henry Dunant founded the Red Cross and set about
creating the Geneva Conventions1. However, researchers at the Al-Marsad Center have
argued that these principles regarding civilian protection have been compromised as the
recent “war on terror” has led to, not only an increase in civilian deaths, but also a heightened
inaccuracy in the reporting of these casualties2. There is a clear disparity between the civilian
casualty estimates provided by governments and NGOs/media organisations causing human
rights activists such as Chris Woods to stipulate that many civilian deaths and injuries are not
acknowledged by the attacking authorities3. This limits the international community’s ability
to hold these bodies accountable which is integral for the prevention of future casualties. This
project seeks to explore the reasons behind this disparity by assessing the methods through
which the United Kingdom reports the civilian casualties incurred by Syrian airstrikes. It will
then propose reforms that will enhance the accuracy of the United Kingdom’s civilian’s
casualty reporting mechanisms and end the aforementioned disparity.
International Law on Civilian Casualty Reporting
Most of the law on this subject falls under the purview of International Humanitarian Law (IHL),
which varies, based on the nature of the conflict. As this research paper will be focusing on
Syrian airstrikes, it will refer to the laws applying to Non-International Armed Conflicts (NIAC)
or disputes wherein one party is a non-governmental body4. While there are many
humanitarian laws that apply to such conflicts, there are two legal principles that are
exceptionally relevant of the issue at hand. The first rule deals with the need to distinguish
between civilian and combatants; a responsibility, which was detailed in Article Four of
Additional Protocol II to the Geneva Convention. A civilian in international humanitarian law is

“anyone who is not a member of the armed forces or of an organized armed group"5.
Meanwhile a combatant refers to someone who is part of an organised armed group, which
has the ability to “carry out sustained and concerted military operations”6. Article 9 of the
Brussels Declaration provides some clarification for conflicts involving terrorist/other militia
groups by stipulating that a combatant would be someone who receives commands,
possesses a fixed distinctive emblem (which identifies them as a member of an attacking
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party) and “carries arms openly”7. Anyone who does not meet these criteria would be
classified as a civilian and all attacking parties have the responsibility to distinguish between
these groups and then take precaution to ensure the protection of civilians8.
The second legal principle which is directly relevant to the case at hand is detailed in Article 8
of the Second Additional Protocol which maintains that all parties in a NIAC have the
responsibility “to search for and collect the wounded, sick and.the dead”9. Therefore,
countries involved in the Syrian conflict have the responsibility to search and account for
those injured or killed by their attacks.

Current Failures
However, these legal responsibilities are not being carried out during the Syrian conflict,
largely due to the nature of the ‘war of terror’ and recent advancements in military
technology. The terrorist groups and ad hoc militias involved in the Syrian conflict do not
wear distinctive emblems and often lack a verifiable organisational structure, which makes it
difficult to distinguish between these combatants and innocent civilians10. This difficulty is
compounded by the fact that some authorities exclusively attack through airstrikes. Even the
most precise of these weapons have a heightened potential for killing civilians, as it is difficult
for them to definitively distinguish between civilian and combatant holdings11. Therefore, the
nature of the parties involved and the weaponry employed, prevent countries like U.K. from
identifying and protecting civilians during the Syrian conflict.
While these phenomena have contributed to recent casualties, they are also responsible for
the current difficulties in assessing and acknowledge these fatalities. As mentioned above, all
parties in the Syrian conflict have the responsibility to “search for the dead” after each
engagement. In previous conflicts, this responsibility used to be upheld by soldiers on the
ground, who would count casualties and help the injured after each reported attack12.
However, countries like the United Kingdom have not employed ground troops in Syria and
rely exclusively on airstrikes instead13. This means that they are unable to gather on-the
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ground information regarding the impact of each attack and therefore cannot fulfill their
responsibility to search and account for injured/dead civilians. This prevents them from
collecting accurate information regarding the casualties incurred by each airstrike, which
leads to the disparity mentioned above, and an additional accountability problem. This lack
of information allows countries to underreport the amount of innocent parties affected by
their attacks and which inhibits democratic accountability processes that could help prevent
future casualties. This point is emphasized by Benjamin Farley who maintains that if citizens
were aware of the civilian impact of such airstrikes, governments would face pressure to
review their attacking methods14. However, the lack of accurate statistics limits this awareness
and allows militaries overlook civilian impacts when deciding to conduct an attack15.
The United Kingdom
This problem of underreporting is clearly evidenced in the United Kingdom’s response to
civilian causalities as the Ministry of Defense has constantly stated “that no civilian casualties
ha(d).. been identified from its airstrikes”16. Airwars maintains that this statement is factually
untrue due to the “the statistical improbability of the UK having killed no civilians in more
than 1,000 airstrikes”17. Therefore, in order to provide justice for those harmed by RAF
attacks, and facilitate democratic accountability that will prevent future casualties, it is
necessary to reform the United Kingdom's civilian casualty monitoring mechanism. This
sentiment was expressed in the Chilcot report, which maintained “greater efforts should
...(be) made in the post‑conflict period to determine the number of civilian casualties and the
broader effects of military operations on civilians”18. This project will achieve this goal by
proposing solutions to two specific problems that limit the effectiveness of the UK's civilian
causality monitoring mechanism.
Problem A: Dearth of On-the-Ground Information
The first area that needs to be improved is the acquisition of on-the-ground information. The
United Kingdom’s attacks in Syria are exclusively conducted through airstrikes and as
mentioned above, this lack of ground troops limits the government's ability to acquire
information regarding the civilian impact of each attack. However, governments can
circumvent this problem by using information provided by NGOs and media organisations
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who are present in Syrian towns and have the capabilities needed to record civilian
casualties19. Jack Searle states that these organisations’ effectiveness is evident by the fact
that causality statistics provided by NGOs are often higher than those reported by national
monitoring systems which indicates that they account for deaths which the government might
have missed20. However, the United Kingdom dismisses the information provided by many of
these organisations as uncredible, a practice, which has been criticized repeatedly by people
such as Judith Duffy21. While the United Kingdom does accept some information from
reputed NGOs such as Airwars, their replies to the claims put forward by these organisations
are inadequate. For example, their response to Airwars’ contention regarding the civilian
casualties caused by RAF airstrikes in Fallujah was a short investigation which ended with a
simple statement saying “that UK strikes did not cause non-combatant casualties”22. In fact,
the only people who have the formal capacity to provide claims and launch investigations
into potential civilian casualties are army officials23. As these officials are often unable to
obtain accurate information when airstrikes are used; the casualties incurred by attacks in
Syria have gone largely uninvestigated. Therefore, it is imperative that the UK reforms its
civilian causality monitoring mechanisms by employing a system to obtain accurate on-the ground information.

Problem B: Passive vs. Active Civilian Casualty Monitoring
However, another problem that limits the UK's ability to provide accurate information is the
government's general mentality on civilian causality assessment. One of Airwars’ main
critiques of the UK’s military practices was the reactive nature of its civilian causality
assessment mechanisms24. While the UK does assess some claims regarding civilian fatalities
(traditionally those brought by army officials), their policy is to not “seek out this information”
on their own25. This position is reiterated by other organisations such as Centcom, which
conducts civilian casualty monitoring for the United States26. The Chilcot report maintains that
the passive nature of the UK’s civilian causality monitoring mechanisms prevented it from
effectively accounting for casualties in the Iraq conflict, which did involve the use of ground
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troops27. It points out that the UK's reactive approach caused it to not complete
“trial..exercises” that were meant to assess the effectiveness of its routine civilian causality
monitoring mechanisms28. It states that this mentality also inspired ministers to spend most of
their time deciding which ministry should have the responsibility for monitoring civilian
casualties instead of actually assessing the impact of the UK’s attacks29. Therefore, in order to
make sure the UK Government obtains and reports accurate statistics regarding civilian
casualties, it is important to change both the claim/information retrieval procedures and the
mindset behind the UK's independent monitoring system.
Project Goals:
This project will seek to propose reforms to the UK's civilian casualty monitoring mechanism
that will address the aforementioned issues. It will accomplish this task by comparing and
assessing the causality reporting systems employed by different countries and NGOs such as
Airwars and the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights. The project will use this analysis to
identify a monitoring scheme that will produce accurate civilian casualty statistics and can be
feasibly employed within the United Kingdom. Through proposing these reforms, we hope
increase democratic accountability and prevent future civilian fatalities.

Solution Summary:
Problem A: Passive vs Active Civilian Casualty Monitoring
Solution: The Initiation of a new Inquiry
The first step in reforming tithe United Kingdom’s civilian casualty assessment system is to
initiate an inquiry similar to the Chilcot report. The establishment of the Chicot report was
largely attributed to the work of organizations such as the Iraq Body Count Project who
increased public awareness on the issue and gathered internal support within parliament.
Doing so helped generate enough political pressures to prompt Prime Minster Gordon
Brown to launch such an inquiry and a similar approach should be taken within this case.
Over the course of the next year, the Buchanan Institute hopes to employ petitions and other
social media strategies to increase public awareness and push for the establishment of such
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an inquiry. We also hope to obtain the support of MPs who will help advocate for such an
inquiry within parliament and during relevant committee sessions.

Problem B: Dearth of On the Ground information
Solution: The establishment of a systematic method to obtain assesses and incorporate third
party information.
Many organizations have stated that the best way to combat this dearth of on the ground
information is for the united kingdom to incorporate data from third party organizations who
do have the resources needed to obtain accurate civilian casualty statistics. This is the
approach taken by Centecom in the U.S. and their efforts have been applauded by NGOs
such as Air Wars. However, there are two main issues with the manner in which the United
Kingdom currently obtains third party information. The first has to do with the way that the
United Kingdom accepts claims from third party organizations that submit their data to be
incorporates into government statistics. The U.K. does accept claims from third party
organizations such as Air Wars but it does so on an ad hoc basis. While it considered Air
War’s data for the Fallujah attacks, the UK relied exclusively on governmental intelligence to
assess the civilian causality impact of other airstrikes. Therefore, for most attacks, third party
civilian causality assessments are not considered.
In addition, even if these third party claims are considered, the UK does not incorporate this
data into its own statistics, claiming that the numbers are inaccurate. This is a pattern that
other government-run civilian casualty assessment programs such as Centecom also follow
and many NGOs have critiqued these nations for not having a systematic and transparent
method to review third party data. For these reasons it is rare that third party statistics on
civilian causalities are ever incorporated into the United Kingdom’s own assessments.

This is why the Buchanan Institute believes that both of these issues can be tackled through
the establishment of comprehensive system whereby the U.K routinely accepts civilian
casualty assessments from certain third party organizations who have been previously
determined as credible. In order to determine the credibility of each civilian casualty
reporting organization, the Buchanan Institute recommends that the framework detailed by
the Oxford Research Group be employed.

Based on their study of 40 casualty recorders, Oxford Research Group (2012) has published a
study detailing criteria that can be used to judge effective casualty monitoring. The same
criteria can be used for the UK government to decide whether claims from the organization
should be accepted. The criteria are as follows -

1.
Independent, impartial and reliable: Organizations should not reflect any prejudice or
bias while collecting data about civilian casualties. Objectivity is crucial to maintain credibility
of data produced. Given that some casualty recorders have political motivations to record
data (which is reflected in their analysis of the data), it is important to judge whether they
have remained objective and professional during the collection and consolidation of data.
2.
Transparency: Written guidelines about the operating procedures of the recorders as
well as the recorders’ methodology and definitions should be readily available. Transparency
with regards to their methodology allows for casualty recorders to build credibility. However,
it should also be kept in mind that recorders might choose to withhold certain information
(for example, a certain information network) for safety reasons and protection of sources. In
such cases, the methodology can be shared with the right individuals and organizations. In
line with being transparent, it should be noted if recorders are releasing disaggregated
incident information. Disaggregated information allows for more specific information about
victims to be collected, analyzed and released. Doing so allows other parties such as the UK
government, other recorders as well as families to verify information, which would not be
possible if the information was aggregated.
3.
Sources of information: It is crucial for organizations to have detailed information
about the situation of a conflict on the ground, as well as a strong connection with the local
communities to help gather and interpret information. On the ground sources help provide
access to key witnesses and victims’ families. Recorders should also be seen to use multiple
sources of information, increase accuracy and comprehensiveness while reducing bias in
data collection.
4.
Open to correction: Given the continuously changing nature of conflict in Iraq and
Syria, recorders also need to be open to incorporating new data and information into their
systems to increase the accuracy of data. Data protection mechanisms should also be in place
to reduce mishandling of data.
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